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with Crack.PARIS/NAIROBI
(Reuters) - There were still plenty of

ways for Paris Saint Germain to
screw up at the end of this week’s
Champions League final but Paulo

Dybala missed the penalty as
Juventus eased to a 5-1 aggregate

win over the French champions.
Instead of celebrating an unlikely
victory on the banks of the River

Seine, the champions found
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themselves consoled by the
ruthless nature of their quarter-final
victory. There was a rare moment
of human weakness from referee

Jesus Gil Manzano, who was
booed by the Juve fans when he

sent off the captain Gianluigi Buffon
and booked the striker Dybala for

diving. The Argentine forward could
have soured the final, taunting PSG
fans in the stands after his penalty
miss. But Dybala admitted his miss
was not his finest hour. “It’s not an

easy game for the striker, we all get
nervous, but I went too low... I
didn’t like the second penalty, I
think I’ll have to reflect,” Dybala
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said. “You can’t think that a
penalty taunts you. It’s the first
time ever in my life I missed a

penalty, and the fact that it has also
been the first time we have been
defeated, I have to be humble to
this result.” The Italian side, who

are making their first European final
in nine years, had already set up a
shootout win in the first leg of the

last 16 against another former Serie
A champion, Barcelona. Cristiano

Ronaldo and Angel Di Maria
opened the scoring, before

Dybala’s first-half brace and a late
goal from Carlos
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Title -What can he be - Parthaharan
- 03 Mm.Q: Lua: how to properly

include a lua library? I'm attempting
to load a lua library into the project
I'm currently working on. When I

reference the library using
#include"file.lua" and attempt to run

it, I get the following error: sem:
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Can't load... Now, I have a few
questions: 1) is there a way to get

this error to go away? 2) is my
reference correct? I've seen people

reference Lua/C directly when
including a library, but in my

experience, that gets into the habit
of making Lua the "user" of the

language (no pun intended), and it's
not always recommended. What's
the recommended way to do this?
3) I was originally trying to use lua
with gtk. This is documented and

works flawlessly with something like
gtk.require("gtk"). The above is just
a simple test to see if the library is

getting loaded at all. 4) I just
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finished reading "Programming in
Lua" and find it to be a very

excellent resource and a learning
aid. If anyone else has a

suggestion, I'd love to hear it! In
case it matters, here is the source
code: file.lua local f = require "f"

f.doSomething() f.lua 3e33713323
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